Sai Baba The Holy Man And The Psychiatrist 1975 Samuel
Yeah, reviewing a books sai baba the holy man and the psychiatrist 1975 samuel could accumulate your close associates listings. This is just
one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, success does not suggest that you have fabulous points.
Comprehending as with ease as settlement even more than further will provide each success. bordering to, the notice as capably as keenness of this
sai baba the holy man and the psychiatrist 1975 samuel can be taken as capably as picked to act.

Sri Shirdi Sai Baba--The Unique Prophet Of Integration
- Prof. Satya Pal
Ruhela
Sai Baba, Saint of Shirdi
- 2008
Sai Baba- Howard Murphet 1971-01-01
This account relates some of the achievements of Satya Sai Baba. His
followers believe him to be the reincarntion of Sai Baba of Shirdi who
died in 1918. He appears to have been born with phenomenal powers,
which he used in childhood and has employed constantly and openly ever
since. The author, a westener devoted to science and logic, spent many
months with Satya Sai Baba to substantiate these miracles.
Sai Baba, the Holy Man ... and the Psychiatrist - Samuel H.
Sandweiss 1975
A Catholic Priest Meets Sai Baba
- Mario Mazzoleni 1994
Sai Baba - K.N. Sinha 1997
Kali Yuga Commenced At The Time Of Krishna'S Death, February 20,
3102 B. C. And The World Had To Wait For Nearly Thousand Years For
The Emergence Of Sathya Sai Baba As A Major And Full Avatar. Sathya
Sai Baba Was Born On November 23, 1926, And Sri Aurovindo, Who Was
Working For Years To Bring Krishna Consciousness On Earth, The
Advent Of Sathya Sai Baba. Like Krishna, Sai Baba Announced His
Divinity On May 17, 1968 At The First World Conference Of Sri Sathya
Sai Organization: This Is A Human Form Ascribed By Man To God Is
Manifest. He Also Described On The Gurupoornima Day Of 1963 A
Promise And A Pledge Given By Lord Shiva To Sage Bhardwaja That
Shiva And Shakthi Would Incarnate In The Lineage Of Sage Bhardwaja
Thrice In The Kali Yuga: As Shiva Alone At Shirde; Shiva And Shakthi
Together As Sathya Sai Baba At Puttaparthi; And As Shakthi Alone As
Prema Sai At Gunaparthi. And Finally, On The Christmas Day Of 1972
Baba Made A Starling Disclosure. He Said That Christ'S Statement About
The Second Coming Was Simple. He Who Has Sent Me Will Come Again.
He Will Be Short With A Crown Of Hair. His Name Will Be Truth. He Will
Wear A Red Robe, A Blood-Red Robe. The Lamb Is A Symbol Of Love, Of
The Voice Ba Ba. That Ba Ba Is This Baba, The Short, Curly Hair
Crowned, Red-Robed Baba Comes Again. Sathya Sai Baba Is A Ray Direct
From The Supreme. He Is Power, Will, Thought And Feeling Combined In
A Solar Flash. This Book Is An Intimate, Authentic, Truthful And Moving
Account Of The Power, Glory, Splendour And Magnificence Of God Who
Walks The Earth Today.
Sai Baba's 261 LEELAS- Balkrishna Panday 2011-12-30
Balkrishna Pandey’s Sai Baba’s 261 Leelas is a handy compendium or, as
he calls it, an aide-mémoire of 261 miracles of Shirdi Sai Baba, intended
for the devotees. Culled from a number of sources, he has obtained
stories from the often hard to find books like Narasimha Swami’s
biography of Sri Sai Baba, and decades-old copies of the Sai Leela
journal. The author does not try and interpret the miracles but lets the
reader realise the universal message for himself. In today’s busy world,
this work offers a shortcut for daily devotion, offering the reader a quick
manual to peruse, ponder or meditate upon Sai Baba’s micraculous leelas
while waiting for a bus or to fill any spare moment --- Dr Marianne
Warren ,Author of Unravelling the Enigma: Shirdi Sai Baba in the Light
of Sufism This book puts together the authentic and pithy miracles of Sai.
All that was verifiable within the first twenty years of the 20th century,
directly related to the Saint’s life has been arranged under scintillating
titles, all 261 of them. The readers cannot but be deeply moved by the
sentiments of devotion projected by Balkrishna Panday in his writing
titled Sai Baba’s 261 Leelas.
The Gospel of Shri Shirdi Sai Baba - Durari Arulneyam 2011-04-08
God is One and belongs to All The Gospel of Shri Shirdi Sai Baba : A Holy
Spiritual Path is a bold attempt to bring out a multi-religious holy version
in this twenty-first century, on the lines of Bhagwad Gita, Holy Quran
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and the Holy Bible. This book is unique in framing a spiritual path for
people all over the world. In each chapter, the spiritual meanings have
been correlated with scientific explanations. The readers cannot escape
the shower of blessings of Shri Shirdi Sai Baba. The amateur readers
who are yet to taste the bliss of divinity would be entering in the
kingdom of God through this holy version. Shirdi Sai Baba embraced all
religious and the downtrodden. His life and ideology will suit today's
people and remove all incongruities. So, the initiation (pillayar suli) of
forming Shirdi Sai Yuga (Era) has started in this book. It is now up to the
future generation to lay the road and proceed further. This holy version
proves the existence of the Supreme Power in the name of Shri Shirdi Sai
Baba, which gives real life and new flavour to earlier spiritual versions.
My Baba and I - John Hislop 1985
Singing with Sai Baba - Morton Klass 1996-03-01
This book explores the implications & consequences of the emergence of
a new, universalistic religion centered on the adoration of a living South
Indian holy man--Sathya Sai Baba--as God.
A Journey to Shanti - Sylvio Tabet 1996-11
The quotations of Sri Sathya Sai Baba are combined with the
breathtaking photography of Sylvio M. Tabet in this coffee table book, by
which Tabet hopes that the teachings of this wise man will be shared and
read, not hidden in libraries or in bedrooms. Sai Baba, considered to be
the Avatar (Divine Being) of this age, tells us that "There is one religion:
the religion of love". Whether incarnation of God, holy man, or merely a
wise man, no one can deny that the Sai Baba's life is his message: "Love
all. Serve all. Help ever. Hurt never". He has established an educational
program that encompasses kindergarten through post-graduate level, a
university system accredited by the Indian government, and built tuitionfree elementary, secondary, and technical schools. In India, he has also
built, staffed, and maintained hospitals where medical care is provided
free of charge.
Rickshaw 110 Road to Sai Baba - Donald Zanghi 2003-07-27
In early 2000, the authors were given the opportunity to travel to India
and Egypt. Sai Baba: the avatar of the age and Egypt: land of mystery.
You will cry with them as they first lay eyes on Sai Baba, laugh at the
antics of their Indian mentor, Obules, and be thrilled as they cross the
misty desert sands by moonlight to the Great Pyramids of Giza. They
were led by Mr. Frank their spiritual guide in Egypt. He recognized
Jeanette as a priestess from the past. Written in journal form, you will be
charmed by their divergent views and opinions as they experience India
and Egypt from their ringside seat in Obules’ rickshaw—Rickshaw 110,
Road to Sai Baba.
Lal Kitab - U. C. Mahajan 2004-08-22
The Lal Kitab, a rare book in urdu, was popular in north-west India,
Pakistan, Iran and many other countries. This English version has added
new dimensions to make it more lucid and easier to understand.
Shree Shirdi Sai Baba of South San Francisco: Divine Touch - Anita Bawa
2011-04
A personal account of how Shirdi Sai Baba who made His Maha
Samadhi...His physical transition in India in 1918, is keeping His
renowned Eleven Promises known as the Gyarah Vachan in a present day
mandir in California. Anita Bawa, a researcher/scientist and Senior
Manager of a leading, international biotechnology company, shares her
miraculous experiences after accumulating 10 years of notes in South
San Francisco.
Transformation of the Heart - Judy Warner 1990-01-01
This wonderful book is a collection of stories by people whose lives have
been transformed by Sathya Sai Baba. Written with warmth and
compassion, these stories provide a unique and personal glimpse of Sai
Baba, one of the most impressive men of miracles to appear for
centuries. These personal narratives, written by people who share our
normal, everyday lives, show how true spiritual awakening occurred for
each of them. A must-have introduction to the basic teaching of Sathya
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Sai Baba.
Shirdi Sai Baba - Sri Kaleshwar Kaleshwar 2011-01-01
This book tells the life story of the Baba legendary Indian saint Shirdi Sai
Baba, through the words of Sri Kaleshwar, one of India's most highly
respected spiritual leaders. It shares the deep hidden meaning of this
great soul's divine life and actions. Sri Kaleshwar says, "In my meditation
visions, I saw the major things Baba did in his life, like a movie. Any
person can see a soul's life through the power channels. He was a simple
character, enjoying the divine fragrance of his life. It's one of the best
divine stories ever written. It's a blockbuster movie." Living as an outcast
on the outskirts of Shirdi for eighteen years before spending the rest of
his life in a dilapidated temple he named Dwarkamai, Shirdi Sai Baba
lived as a simple beggar while performing miraculous healings and
taking the pain and suffering of the whole globe. "I am Grandfather to all
people," he said, "Whoever calls me heartfully, I am there. I will take
care of you wherever you are." Shirdi Baba's life demonstrated the unity
of all religions. No one knew which religion he belonged to. He was
revered by Hindus, Muslims and Christians alike. He said, "All human
beings are one. Our religion is humanity, God is one."
Baba's Rinanubandh - Vinny Chitluri 2011-04-08
The word 'Rinanubandh' literally means 'Karmic debt'. It is an impossible
task to write the exaxt meaning of this word, as a lot of nuances are lost
while doing so. When you read the lives of Babs's devotees you realise
that it has deeper meaning. A bond that has existed for many
generations. His devotees came from varied backgrounds. Some highly
educated, others were rustic villagers. Some were young, while others
were middle-aged and set in their ways. They went to Shirdi not knowing
what to expect. Others went there by chance. But once they met Baba
their lives were changed forever. And the 'Karmic bond"" started
unfolding. Thus they returned time and again to be with the living God
who blessed them and gave them a handful of udi. In the years that
followed, no matter what befell them they knew that Baba was always
with them. This book is a kaleidoscope of leelas, photographs and the
lives of Baba's devotee. It will make the reading of Shri Sai Satcharita
easier and fruitful.
Healing With Shirdi Sai Baba
- Nandini Dhanani 2021-03-16
This work is penned by the author through automatic writing. Nandini
took to automatic writing with the grace of her Spiritual Guru Baba Hiral
Shah. ‘Healing with Shirdi Sai Baba,’ is a book of teachings, leela’s and
daily pearls of wisdom. This book is a direct benevolence of Shirdi Sai
Baba and reading this book will help those looking for guidance and
enlightenment.
Shirdi Sai Baba Speaks to Yogi Spencer in His -Vision
DR. SATYA PAL
RUHELA 2015-01-13
SHIRDI sAI SPEAKS TO YOGI SPENCER IN VISION presents Researchbased compressive profile of Shirdi Sai Avatar (1838-1918) His greatness
and unique importance as prophet of secularism, integration and global
harmony in the new age for the mankind. His contemporary saints and
their interactions with him. How the benevolent Shirdi Baba being all
gods rolled into One protects and helps all those in the world who
remember him Brief Profiles of Spiritual Masters Rishi Ram Ram and
Swami Amritanandji the two Spirit Guides of the world. Authors
memorable Interviews with two great women closely associated with
Shirdi Sai: - 95 year old Baba Patti of Madras who was Shirdi Sais
mother Devagiammas reincarnation as revealed by thousands of years
old ancient sage Augustya munis naadi (Palm leaf records) of future
predictions of every human being in the world. - 102 year old Sai devotee
Shivamma Thayee of Bangalore who had seen Shirdi Sai Baba many
times during 1904 -1917 and witnessed his amazing miracles. Shirdi Sai
As God and His 77 rare discourses on Spirituality dictated to His chosen
spiritual trainee Yogi Minocher K.Spencer in 1952-53.
Conversations with Bhagavan Sri Sathya Sai Baba - John S. Hislop 1989
The Incredible Sai Baba - Arthur Osborne 1997-12
This book is a lucid account of the amazing life of Sai Baba, one of the
most revered saints, and one of the most extraordinary of India s holy
men. The book discusses the life of this saint, his divine powers, and his
teachings which sought to unite people of all creeds and faiths.
Yoga Journal - 1977-05
For more than 30 years, Yoga Journal has been helping readers achieve
the balance and well-being they seek in their everyday lives. With every
issue,Yoga Journal strives to inform and empower readers to make
lifestyle choices that are healthy for their bodies and minds. We are
dedicated to providing in-depth, thoughtful editorial on topics such as
yoga, food, nutrition, fitness, wellness, travel, and fashion and beauty.
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The Darshan Line - Des Geddes 2014-04-07
There is only one Caste, The Caste of Humanity There is only one
Religion, The Religion of Love There is only one Language, The
Language of the Heart There is only one God, He is Omnipresent.
Shri Sai Satcharita - Govind Raghunath Dabholkar 1999
Translated from original Marathi by Indira Kher, this work is a verse
composition containing the known facts about Shri Sai Baba's life at
Shirdi, and also his teachings seeks to meet a long-felt need. This is the
Bible of Sai devotes in every sense of the term, In it's veracity, sanctity,
faith and devotion that it inspires and the deep satisfaction, a sense of
fulfilment that it brings to the devotee, it has no equal. Its sanctity
derives from the fact that its idea was conceived during Baba's lifetime
and with his blessings and express permission. For those unaware of Shri
Sai Satcharita it is necessary to add that in the original it runs into 53
chapters and contains over 9,000 verses. Every chapter has a judicious
mixture of philosophy, stories and anecdotes along with the Baba's
teachings.
Sathya Sai Speaks Sai Baba Gita - Al Drucker 2000
Contains Discourses Of Baba, Daily Delivered On The Bhagawad Gita For
34 Consecutive Days In Augustseptember Of 1984. The Sanskrit Words
And The Terminology Of Indian Philosophy Have Been Edited Out And
Helpful Commentary Added. Baba Gives Rare Insights Into Krishna'S
Gita, With Directions For Our Troubled Times.
Unravelling the Enigma Shirdi Sai Baba in the Light of- Marianne
Sufism
Warren 1999
This book examines Sai Baba of Shirdi from the standpoint of Islamic
mysticism - the Deccani Sufism of 19th century Maharashtra - in order to
resolve the mystery surrounding the saint. Two new pieces of work are
used in this book. First, Dr Warren elucidates the English translation of
part of the works of some 17th and 18th century Maharashtrian Sufi
poet-saints. Secondly, she includes the English translation of the
previously untranslated Urdu notebook, jotted down by Abdul - Sai
Baba's faqiri pupil - from teachings based on the Qur'an given to him by
his pir Sai Baba. Both of these contributions allow us to look into a world
hitherto closed, and expand our awareness of the famous miracle-worker
of Shirdi.
Sathya Sai Vahini - Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba 2014-07-09
Bhagawan has announced Himself as the Divine Teacher of Truth,
Beauty, and Goodness. By precept and example, through His writings
and discourses, letters and conversations, He has been instilling the
supreme wisdom and instructing all mankind to translate it into
righteous living, inner peace, and universal love. When the Ramakatha
Rasavahini, the uniquely authentic, nectarine stream of the Rama’s story,
was serialised in full in the Sanathana Sarathi, Bhagawan blessed
readers with a new series, which He named Bharatiya Paramartha Vahini
(The Stream of Indian Spiritual Values). While these precious essays, on
the basic truths that foster and feed Indian culture since ages before
history began, were being published, Bhagawan decided to continue the
flow of illumination and instruction under a more comprehensive and
meaningful name, Sathya Sai Vahini - the Ganga from the Lotus Feet of
the Lord - “The Flow of Divine Sai Grace”. This book, therefore, contains
the two Vahinis that have merged in one master stream. Inaugurating
these series, Bhagawan wrote for publication in the Sanathana Sarathi,
“Moved by the urge to cool the heat of conflict and to quench the
agonising thirst for ‘knowledge about yourself’ that you are afflicted
with, see, here it comes, the Sathya Sai Vahini, wave behind wave, with
the Sanathana Sarathi as the medium between you and Me.” With
infinite compassion, this Sathya Sai incarnation of the Omniwill is giving
millions of persons in all lands freedom from disease, distress, and
despair, narcotics, narcissism, and nihilism. He is encouraging those,
who suffer gloom through wilful blindness, to light the Lamp of Love in
order to see the world and the Lamp of Wisdom to see themselves. “This
is a tantalising, true-false world. Its apparent diversity is an illusion. It is
One, but is cognised by the maimed, multiple vision of humans as Many,”
says Bhagawan. This book is the twin Lamp He has devised for us.
Sai Baba of Shirdi (English) - V. B. Kher 1991-01-01
Sai Baba of Shirdi is a phenomenon. In all of India s history, there has
never been another like him. He is no conventional saint, he wrote no
critique of any holy work, made no ashram or peetham, yet he had
profound insight into both Hindu and Islamic scriptures. He performed
miracles but in no manner or means to impress anyone, devotees or
otherwise. Sai Baba in every way remains unique. He came in his late
twenties to Shirdi, an insignificant Hamlet in Ahmednagar District where
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he spent fifty years of his remaining life. Shirdi is no longer an obscure
village. Today it is a centre of pilgrimage for lakhs of Sai Baba s
devotees. This book translated into Hindi is a complete account of his life
and mission.Hindi Rs. 95 / Telugu Rs. 125
The Afterlife of Sai Baba
- Karline McLain 2016-08-25
Nearly a century after his death, the image of Sai Baba, the serene old
man with the white beard from Shirdi village in Maharashtra, India, is
instantly recognizable to most South Asians (and many Westerners) as a
guru for all faiths—Hindus, Muslims, and others. During his lifetime Sai
Baba accepted all followers who came to him, regardless of religious or
caste background, and preached a path of spiritual enlightenment and
mutual tolerance. These days, tens of thousands of Indians and
foreigners make the pilgrimage to Shirdi each year, and Sai Baba
temples have sprung up in unlikely places around the world, such as
Munich, Seattle, and Austin. Tracing his rise from small village guru to
global phenomenon, religious studies scholar Karline McLain uses a wide
range of sources to investigate the different ways that Sai Baba has been
understood in South Asia and beyond and the reasons behind his
skyrocketing popularity among Hindus in particular. Shining a spotlight
on an incredibly forceful devotional movement that avoids fundamental
politics and emphasizes unity, service, and peace, The Afterlife of Sai
Baba is an entertaining—and enlightening—look at one of South Asia’s
most popular spiritual gurus.
The Life And Teachings Of Sai Baba Of Shirdi
- Antonio Rigopoulos
1993-01-01
A vast and diversified religious movement originating from Sai Baba of
Shirdi, is often referred to as "the Sai Baba movement." Through the
chronological presentation of Sai Baba's life, light is shed on the various
ways in which the important guru figures in this movement came to be
linked to the saint of Shirdi.
Sri Sai Sat Charita for Kids - Ishwar Joshi Awalgaonkar 2020-11-11
Sri Sathya Sai Baba : A Life - Bill Aitken 2006
Acclaimed travel writer and self-described 'spiritual nomad', Bill Aitken
tells us why so many - royalty, wealthy industrialists, influential
politicians, as well as the poor - flock to Puttaparthi to see Sai Baba.
Life History of SHIRDI SAI BABA - Ammula Sambasiva Rao 2011-12-30
"Life history of Shirdi Sai Baba was originally written in Telugu by
Ammula Sambasiva Rao, and translated into English by Thota Bhaskara
Rao. The book delves deep into the details of the life of Shirdi Sai Baba
right from his birth till attainment of Samadhi. The author has
expounded Sai Tatwa or Sai philosophy in a simple language, interpersed
with engrossing anecdotes in the life of Sai devotees.
Shirdi Sai Baba and Other Perfect Masters - C.B Satpathy
2011-07-29
"Shirdi Sai Baba is a household name in India as well as in many parts of
the world today. This book offers fascinating glimpses into the lives and
miracles of Shiri Sai Baba and other Perfect Masters. It is an experience
that is bound to transform one’s sense of perspective and bring about
perceptible and meaningful spiritual growth. This book acquaints the
reader with the spiritual powers at work beneath the mundaneness of
our material existence, and reawakens the dormant consciousness of the
divinity that lies beneath every aspect of the universe. This book is a
compilation of extempore speeches, articles and writings of Shri. C.B.
Satpathy over a period of time, between 1991-1995.
GOD who Walked on Earth - Rangaswami Parthasarathy 2011-12-30
Who was Sai Baba? Where did he come from and what was his message?
How and why was he worshipped as a God? Who were his disciples and
why were they attracted to him? What do his devotees, numbering
millions all over the country, think of his lilas? Have they experienced his
compassion, and received succour and relief in their hour of need? These
questions are answered in this biography of a living God who charmed
and captured the hearts of people from all walks of life, of all religions,
rich and poor, the learned and the illiterate. Many books have been
written about Sai Baba of Shirdi but this one is different. For the first
time a comprehensive and objective account of the life and times of Sai
Baba is given in simple and easy to-understand language without
omitting any aspect of Baba’s life and his philosophy. The book presents
an absorbing story of a man who came to Shirdi as a fakir, was teased by
children and frowned upon by sceptical villagers and remained to reign
as a spiritual leader, the greatest saint of all times. He became a god who
walked on earth. It is a book which every Sai devotee would like to
possess as a Bible of Baba’s teachings and a remembrance of the great
Master whose idol or portrait adorns the prayer rooms of millions of
homes throughtout the country.
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Sanathana Sarathi English Volume 05 (2000 to 2010) - Sri Sathya
Sai Media Centre 2022-11-11
Started in 1958, Sanathana Sarathi is a monthly magazine devoted to
Sathya (Truth), Dharma (Righteousness), Shanti (Peace) and Prema
(Love) - the four cardinal principles of Bhagawan Baba's philosophy. It is
published from Prasanthi Nilayam (the Abode of Highest Peace) and acts
as a mouthpiece of Baba's Ashram as it speaks of the important events
that take place in His sacred Abode, besides carrying Divine Messages
conveyed through Divine Discourses of Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba.
The word meaning of Sanathana Sarathi is the 'Eternal Charioteer'. It
signifies the presence of the Lord in every being as the atma guiding
their lives like a charioteer. It implies that he who places his life, the
body being likened to a chariot, in an attitude of surrender in the hands
of the Lord, will be taken care of by the Lord even as a charioteer would
take the occupant of his chariot safely to its destination. The magazine is
an instrument to disseminate spiritual knowledge for the moral, physical
and mental uplift of humanity without any discrimination as the subject
matter discussed therein is always of common interest and of universal
appeal. The fifteen Vahinis - streams of sacredness - known as the Vahini
Series comprising annotation and interpretation of the Upanishads and
other scriptures, Itihasas like the Ramayana, the Bhagavatha and the
Mahabharata, and authentic explanations on Dhyana, Dharma, Prema,
etc., have been serially published in this magazine as and when they
emanated from the Divine pen of Bhagawan Baba. This magazine is
published in almost all Indian languages, English and Telugu from
Prasanthi Nilayam and others from respective regions. Every year
Sanathana Sarathi comes out with a special issue in November
commemorating the Divine Birthday. The English and Telugu magazines
are posted on the 10th and 23rd respectively, of every month, from
Prasanthi Nilayam. This magazine has wide, ever increasing circulation
in India as well as abroad, as the study of it brings the reader closer to
the philosophy of the Avatar in simple understandable language THUS
SPAKE SAI... Discoursing during the launch of Sanathana Sarathi... From
this day, our Sanathana Sarathi will lead to victory the cohorts of truth the Vedas, the Sastras and similar scriptures of all faiths, against the
forces of the ego such as injustice, falsehood, immorality and cruelty.
This is the reason why it has emerged. This Sarathi will fight in order to
establish world prosperity. It is bound to sound the paean of triumph
when universal Ananda is achieved.
Man to God - Fassan Ramsaran 2020
What is death? What is the ultimate purpose of life? These are questions
that have always perplexed humankind. The ancient wisdom on the
subject has always been dense, esoteric, and cloaked in
secrecy—available to a select few. A spiritual quest can seem like looking
for a needle in a haystack because there’s very little literature that puts
it all together. But here, at last, is a compact and digestible summary of
main ideas. In a completely accessible, highly readable guide to selfrealization, author Fassan Ramsaran has created a clear and colorful
roadmap of the many paths to truth. Lively, expressive, and reader
friendly, Man to God is a digest of Eastern and Judeo-Christian thought
that illustrates how different roads can lead to the same place. Man to
God is an exploration of man's relationship to his Maker. It asks if there
really is a divine Creator and if so, why do people feel so estranged? With
answers backed by thoughts from the great spiritual texts, Man to God is
a journey that builds momentum with each succeeding chapter, leading
to a deep truth that will be a gift and a revelation to its readers.
Leela Kaivalya Vahini - Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba 2014-05-04
The Vedas originated from the breath of God; each syllable is sacred.
Each word is a mantra. It exhorts all men to pursue the same holy desire.
All hearts must be charged with the same good urge. All thoughts must
be directed by noble motives towards holy ends. All men must tread the
one path of truth, for all are manifestations of the One. The world is
enchanting, because it is tantalising in appearance, though it is
fundamentally untrue. It is a phenomenon, which is fading out. When this
truth is realised, one becomes aware of the Cosmic Sport of God and the
Eternal Universal Being. Leela Kaivalya Vahini (originally published in
the Sanathana Sarathi periodical) is a cool, crystal clear stream that
flows from the Divine pen of Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba to dissolve
all obstacles, like doubts and dogmas, purposeless arguments, and flimsy
fancies of the sadhaka (spiritual aspirant). We consider it be but yet
another sign of His benign grace that these published in the periodicals
could be given a book form and placed at the Lotus Feet, on the
auspicious occasion of His 65th Birthday, which eventually falls on the
50th year of proclamation of Avatarhood. May this Vahini lead all seekers
in the path of spiritual progress and fill us all with Ananda, the Bliss
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Absolute.
Sri Satya Sai Baba
- Masoud Kheirabadi 2013
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A spiritual leader working in India, Sai Baba encouraged individuals to
lead whole lives by reaching for his ideals of love, peace, nonviolence,
and right conduct.
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